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Forest Lidar Profile

Top canopy and terrain elevation profiles from airborne Lidar data,
each of them being parallel to the line of sight of the antennas and
centered on the Guyaflux tower [1]

The array of 20 antennas at P-band enables to
reconstruct the vertical profiles of backscatter along
ground range (see tomograms on the left for each
polarization), providing key information about the
links between backscatter and forest structure.
Considering acquisition cycles of 15 min, the resulting
time series also enable dynamic analysis of these
relationships, under the effects of environmental and
bio-geophysical changes.

The tomographic capabilities enhance the discrimination of
calibration targets within the forest (as shown with the presence of
ground based dihedral and a plate within the canopy).

Fostered by the upcoming BIOMASS mission
(based on a repeat-pass configuration at P-band),
the TropiScat data can be exploited to assess
how long the signal remains sufficiently coherent for
tomographic and PolInSAR analysis, and from which
vegetation component decorrelation is the strongest
(see below the coherences from 1 to 30 days,
considering reference times at 6 am/pm and noon).

P-band Coherences
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The red strip highlights the drop of Cband coherences drop together with
the start of evapotranspiration, and
before convective winds come up

K E Y RESULTS AND FURTHER PROSPECTS
•
•
•

Acquisition time during the day strongly impacts decorrelation at P, L and C-bands, the underlying processes
being governed by diurnal and seasonal cycles of convective winds and water content.
For the selected period at the TropiScat test site (reminding the opposite slope to line of sight), decorrelation
from the canopy and the attenuated ground are comparable, further analysis being under investigations to
assess the role of attenuation.
Decorrelation at C-band is not only governed by wind motions, but also by water content changes in
relation with evapotranspiration. Given the possibility to model the vertical gradient of water content, the
fact that it is a common factor behind decorrelation at P, L and C-bands open the way to many synergistic
prospects between frequencies in the frame of the upcoming NiSAR, ALOS4 and Sentinel-1 missions
flying at the same time with BIOMASS.

Parametrisation of EM Models (MIPERS)
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